
UNOVA PRODUCTS BRINGS TOGETHER A 
RANGE OF WELL ESTABLISHED BRANDS 
THAT HAVE BEEN DEVELOPED OVER 
DECADES WITH THE FOCUS ON –

PROVIDING LONG LIFE PAINT SYSTEMS  
& MAXIMISING PAINTSHOP EFFICIENCIES

The paint finish on any project gives that final impression of quality. Our technical 
team will advise on products that will provide Long Life protection from day one, 
and for years to come. Whether it’s a transport fleet or a fixed structure we offer 
the solution that will ‘protect your asset and enhance your brand’.

SECTORS SERVED

Coupled with ‘Long Life’ our paint products are formulated to provide maximum paintshop efficiencies.  
Faster throughput based on simplified processes, reduced energy costs and environmental impact 
through reduced VOC emissions and bake cycles. 

MARINE

LIGHT AIRCRAFT COMMERICAL VEHICLES

INDUSTRIAL AND OEM

ARCHITECTURAL



Sutton Lane, Langley, Slough,  
Berkshire, England, SL3 8AR

T: 01753 584 500

Unova Products offer a complete solution to 
the professional finishing industry and allow no 
compromise in satisfying the client and the applicator.

www.unovaproducts.com

PROVIDING LONG LIFE PAINT SYSTEMS  
& MAXIMISING PAINTSHOP EFFICIENCIES
Paintshop efficiencies are not only realised through the use of our paint products but by innovative 
spray space solutions by Masterflo and revolutionary application equipment by LeanAir.   

Unova supply advanced spray applications 
by Lean Air, the world leader in e-spray 
innovative systems that dramatically improve 
any compressed air-spray application. The 
Lean Air mission is to reduce waste, increase 
productivity and deliver superior quality finishes 
through using world class Lean Air Technology.

BENEFITS
Economical
•  Paint usage reduction of up to 35%. 
•  Productivity gains of over 20%. 
•  Fewer coats, 2 coats instead of 3. 
•  Shorter drying time. 
•  More booth cycles, extra work completed each day. 
•  Lower booth maintenance costs. 
•  Fewer filter changes.

Quality
Eliminating texture produces a uniformly thick finish, 
reducing material use by >20%. 
LeanAir E-Spray allows complete texture control - match 
factory texture or produce the ultimate show-car quality 
finishes. 
Corrosion Protection – voids and occlusions are virtually 
eliminated with LeanAir, preventing water, oxygen, and 
other contaminants from contacting bare metal.

Environmental
Less material means fewer solvents and volatile chemicals. 
LeanAir uses less material and reduces overspray, 
lowering VOC emissions by ~30%, for a cleaner, more 
environmentally friendly application. 
Less overspray means better working conditions for 
painters. 
Fewer filter change-outs, shoot suits, and tear-away masks 
requiring disposal. The environmental footprint of your 
operation is dramatically reduced with LeanAir.

Unova supply bespoke spray booths by 
‘Masterflo’. Led by energy and space saving 
demands each booth is designed to suite the 
specific requirements of the client.

Masterflo are a UK manufacturer of industry-leading, high 
quality spray booth systems. With many years of experience 
in coatings, we are able to provide you with a premium 
finishing environment for all of your industrial applications.

Designed to maximise your production… we specialise in 
manufacturing custom engineered spray booths, built to a 
unique product specification that is suited to the space and 
requirements of your own facility. Masterflo can also offer a 
spray booth in many standard sizes from stock.

Energy and space efficient designs... with today’s ever 
increasing focus on reducing energy consumption and 
maximising return on investment... the Masterflo spray 
booth systems effectively address all these issues. Our 
paint booths are designed and manufactured to increase 
both productivity and finish quality, ensuring customer 
satisfaction and also compliance with government spray 
booth legislation.

Unique and innovative ‘Retractable Paint Booth System’ 
MASTRE-FLEX  Masterflo holds the registered design 
certificate on this highly flexible concept.  Your sprayspace 
can simply be moved to one side to facilitate movement of 
items being painted or to make way for other activities.

Our commitment to customer service and support is 
demonstrated throughout every project… from enquiry, 
spray booth design, manufacture, installation and then the 
ongoing equipment maintenance program. This level of 
service, along with the quality of product, has resulted in 
the continued growth and success of Masterflo as a spray 
booth manufacturer.

LEAN AIR MASTERFLO 


